
You are a children’s clothing designer / printer / up-cycler and 
have called your organisation ‘MangoJam’.  You have registered 
your company at Companies House ‘Mango Jam Trading Limited’.  
You are aware of ‘MANGO’ the clothes designer and manufacturer 
but know they don’t sell children’s clothes.  You have purchased 
the  www.mango-jam.co.uk domain name and have started selling 
clothing on-line and in other bricks and mortar stores and craft 
fares.  You know about trade marks and have applied for a UK 
trade mark in class 25 (Clothing, footwear, headgear, clothing 
accessories).  You then receive the following letter from the 
UKIPO and a company called Consolidated Artists B.V. who own 
the MANGO chain of shops and are represented in the UK by 
Dehns LLP.  

You decide to find out more information from the UKIPO and from 
the UK Patent Attorney firm by calling them…......
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You decide to find out more information from the 
UKIPO and from the UK Patent Attorney firm by calling 
them…......

•  6-7 minutes to discuss and investigate using the 

trade mark databases and Google

•  A team of 3 people to come up to the front and talk 
us through what you are going to do and then make 
2 phone calls:

1.  UKIPO to find out more information
2.  Dehns to talk to them about their letter and the 

intended notice of opposition
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You are the CEO of a technology company (BioProcessBV) who owns processing technology (granted patents and 
know-how) to deliver antiviral drugs in macro food pellets.  The pellets mask the taste of antiviral drugs, allow the 
drugs to be delivered in horse feed at near 100% potency and released in the correct parts of the digestive tract – 
ultimately immunising the horses against the ‘Neigh Virus’.  You have been approached by a horse feed 
manufacturer (NeighHorsea) to incorporate an antiviral into their own horse feed.

At the moment NeighHorsea have to either inject the antiviral (very expensive and horses don’t like injections) or 
they mix the antiviral in to their feed themselves (the antiviral also gets inactivated by 90% and the horses don’t eat 
all of the feed because of the bad taste) following the instructions from the antiviral manufacturer.

They would like BioProcessBV to incorporate the antiviral that they buy from a third party into their horse feed and 
feed it to their horses in a proof of concept study.  You agree to undertake a proof of concept study for $50k which 
lasts about 1 year that statistically proves that you can incorporate the antiviral into the horse feed, the horses eat 
the feed and are then protected against the Neigh virus. 

The results of the experiments belong to NeighHorsea and you have signed a confidentiality agreement with them 
to not disclose the results.  The horse feed manufacturer knows you own the processing technology and wants a 
price per kg of antiviral+feed and also wants to understand if they can transfer your technology from BioProcessBV 
to NeighHorsea so they can manufacture the antiviral+feed themselves when they get to larger volumes as they 
want to sell this new product to other companies and organisations.  

Any questions?

6-7 minutes to discuss in groups of 3 – I then want two groups of three to role play as NeighHorsea and 
BioProcessBV.  The market is big enough to make this commercially viable for both companies.

What should you do next and what intellectual property should you consider?
What things should you consider if you produce a product for NeighHorsea?
What things should you consider if you licence your process technology to NeighHorsea?
What things do you need to consider if you are NeighHorsea?
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